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Visual acuity testing in young children
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Various tests are in common use for determining the visual acuity (VA) in children, and
this paper reports the results of an investigation into some of them in regard to their accu-

racy, acceptability, and comparability.
Early assessment of the VA is desirable in order to detect any abnormality, but through

lack of co-operation and comprehension, it cannot usually be carried out until the age

of 31 years. Visual tests used for children younger than this are based on the responses

elicited by an object that can just be perceived, such as small white balls on a black back-
ground (Sheridan, I969), sugar balls, "hundreds and thousands" (Keith, I968), or

opticokinetic nystagmus (Lewkonia, I969), but such tests are not comparable with acuity
tests because they measure a much lower degree of vision; the former are testing only the
minimum visible while the latter may not be testing the foveal vision at all.

Extensive studies have been carried out by Pugmire and Shexidan (1957, i960) and
Sheridan (i960, i963, I969) on visual tests suitable for young children and retarded
children, and as a result they developed the Stycar vision tests, the single letter part of
which has been included in this survey.

Materials and methods

The tests were carried out by two qualified orthoptists, each working independently in the ophthalmic
departments of separate hospitals; 35 children were tested at one centre and 39 at the other. The
74 children formed the following age groups:

Age (yrs) 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-61
No. of children I2 26 23 x3

The children were assessed first on their performance and understanding and secondly on the visual
acuity that they achieved with the test.

The tests investigated were Snellen's test type, Beale Collins and Clement Clarke pictures, Landolt
broken ring, Sjogren's hand test, Stycar single-letter test, E test, and Ffooks test.

Snellen's test type This is the ordinary card of letters used for adult testing.
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Beale Collins (Fig. i) and Clement Clarke (Fig. 2) picture tests These are composed of pictures of varying
sizes, the child being asked to name them in turn. The optotypes of the former, used in Group I,
are twice the size of Snellen's optotypes, while those of the latter, used in Group II, are the same size
as Snellen's, but the details of the pictures were often smaller than the limbs of the Snellen letters.

CLEMENT CLARKE LTD

FIG. 2 Clement Clarke picture test

6 Ue F X -S FIG. I Beale Collins picture test

Sjogren's hand test (Fig. 3) This consists of pictures of hands printed on cards which are held up so
that the fingers point in differing directions. The Snellen equivalent of the symbols was changed
a few years ago and the new values were used in this investigation.

E test This is probably the most commonly used test in the United Kingdom; it can be carried out in
several ways. The E's may be printed on a chart as the ordinary Snellen chart, they may be in the
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FiNIU71 (7eIudt') testing inl Volfi children8

fOrm of rotatal)le le(t(es oni a chart (lsed ill Group I) (F1ig. 4) o0 they mnay be idixidUally printed
oni cards or oit the sides of a cube (used in Group II). 'I'he child may be asked to contmtunicate

hlis ansxxcis b)y p)ointinig his filngers ill th( direction ol'the limihbs of the F'. or 1y holdingo t01) a wooden
E' to correspond xxwith the test E.
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4,
ImtlIolt Iokei/e sinlig IC-St 'lhis was comiiionINly used in the past f'or illiterates anid is similar to the F1 test

in that the brokeni ring is printed in variotis positioIns anid the subject is asked to indicate vx here the
lsreak in the ring is l)resent.

St'sar(sisngle-lettes lestn(re! (Fig. lhis uses the priociple of'miatching, letteris. The child is gixctn a

caid xxwith sexven letters prinited onl it. anid anlothelr caid is lheld uip at the staIidarld distanice xxith
one lettet printed oii it. anid the child is asked to p)oint to the corriespoclill one On hi.s card. T1 Ihe<
Sheridan-GCardner test is xirtually the samc as this but it also iIncludes a near x-isioi card.

P/o'oks test (Fig. 6. ox erleaf' 'Ihis uses Ollly thIree syimbols --a circle. a triangle, anid a square p)riInted
onl thew sides of a cube aind. as in the Stvcar test. the child is given a cai-d xitlh the three sylm)ols anld
lhas to indicate wxhich onle hl sees oni the cuibe (FH'ooks. I 6b)j.
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A

FIG. 6 Ffooks test

The tests were given in varying order and were carried out at one or two attendances depending
on the concentration and co-operation of the child. Most of the children were attending for the
treatment of squint and many had amblyopia, so that the tests compared various grades of vision,
not just the normal level.

Results and discussion
It was intended to combine the results from both groups, but it was found that they differed
too markedly so they are presented separately. The results with the Snellen's types and the
Landolt ring were so poor that they were eliminated from the investigations. There
was usually a good correlation between the performance of a test and the visual acuity
achieved. Performance was graded as good, fair, poor, and impossible (Table I). All
the age groups are presented together as the results were similar in the separate groups.

The Stycar and the Ffooks tests were better performed than the others. The Beale Collins
Test published by Davidson gave good results, the E-chart (Group I) was relatively poor,

and the Clement Clarke Pictures were particularly bad. There is probably a certain degree
of variation due to the different examiners because in Group II 13 per cent. of the children
found some tests impossible, compared with none in Group I.

Table I Performance and cooperation (per cent.)

Group I (35) Group II (39)
Test

Good Fair Poor Impossible Good Fair Poor Impossible

*Picture tests 74 26 15 2I 51 13
Hand 6o 3I 9 6i I3 13 I3
E9 54 34 I2 69 15 I3 3
Ffooks 86 I4 80 5 3 12
Stycar 88 6 6 90 6 2 2

*Group I Beale Collins Group II Clement Clarke

The visual acuity was recorded as the usual Snellen fraction, and for the purpose of
comparison it was scored as follows:

Less than 6/6o = o; 6/60 = I; 6/36 = 2; 6/24 = 3; 6/i8 = 4; 6/I2 = 5; 6/9 = 6; 6/6 = 7.
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The scores for each test were added up in the different age groups (Table II) together
with the totals for all ages in each test. The number of eyes tested are shown at the top
of each column and only the numbers in each vertical column can be compared. It
can be seen that the Stycar results are the highest in six out of eight columns, indicating
that the best visual acuities were recorded with that test. The cube E (Group II), Beale
Collins (Group I), and the Ffooks test were the next best, while the E chart (Group I)
and Hand were fair, and the Clement Clarke picture (Group II) was poor.

Table II Total scores by age group

Age (yrs) 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-6 All ages

Group (JNo. of eyes) I (6) II (18) I (25) II (26) I (28) II (18) I (O) II (i6) I (70) I1 (78)

Test *Picture tests 42 20 I58 32 170 46 59 39 429 1I37
Hand 30 55 J36 121 I37 I02 52 98 355 376
E 36 72 132 140 I39 IIO 6o 107 367 429
Ffooks 42 6i I65 136 I62 ii6 59 104 428 4I7
Stycar 38 86 i68 I52 179 I8 66 I02 451 458

The visual acuities are scored 0-7 as described and the total added up for each test in each age group; the number of eyes tested is
shown in brackets:
*Group I Beale Collins Grotup II Clement Clarke

Table III shows the average score for each test in each age group; there is considerable
variation even in the oldest age group. In the final column the scores for all ages are
shown as a percentage of the maximum possible score. There is a variation of I9 per
cent. in Group I and of 58 per cent. in Group II, but if the Clement Clarke picture test
is excluded the variation is I6 per cent.

Tablem Average score with each test

All ages
Age (yrs) 3-4 4-5 5-6 6+ _

1 (70) II1(78)
Grouip (No. of eyes) 1 (6) II (i8) I (26) 2 (26) I(28) II (i8) I (io) II (i6)

No. Per cent. No. Per cent.

Test *Picture tests 7-0 III 6-i 12 6-i 2-6 5-9 2.4 6-i 87 I-8 26
Hand 5-0 3-0 5-2 4-7 4-9 5-7 5-2 6-i 51 73 4-8 68
'E' 6-o 4-0 5-I 5-4 5-0 6-I 6 o 6.7 5-2 74 5-5 79
Ffooks 7-0 3-4 6.4 5.2 5.8 6-4 5-9 6.5 6-i 87 5-3 76
Stycar 6.3 4.8 6.5 5.8 6.4 6-6 6-6 6.4 6-5 92 5-9 84

Number of eyes tested in brackets.
In the last columns are given the average acuity in all ages and the percentage ofmaximum possible visual acuity (7) 6/6 = 1oo per cent.
* Group I Beale Collins Group II Clement Clarke

The range of results that may be obtained in the individual child using the different
tests is shown in Table IV, where the score for the worst test is subtracted from the best
test, the Snellen, Landolt, and Clement Clarke picture tests being excluded. Out of

Table IV Difference in number of lines between
best and worst test for each eye (Snellen, Landolt,
and Clement Clarke picture tests are excluded
from the analysis)

Group 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

I 23 30 7 8 - 2
II I3 30 15 I5 2 I I 2
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I48 eyes tested, only thirteen scored the same on all tests; 53 had a difference of one line,
45 of two lines, and 22 of three lines. The higher differences can be disregarded as they
indicate failure of comprehension, but nearly half the children showed a difference of
two or three lines, which is quite considerable when formulating an assessment of a child's
visual performance.

This variation with different tests may be accentuated should the examiner show a
preference for one test rather than another; for this reason it is advisable to try several
tests or to examine a child on more than one occasion should his sight appear unaccountably
bad. The E test in its chart form is probably the most commonly used in hospital orthoptic
clinics but it was found to give poorer results than the Stycar and Ffooks tests or the single
E's. It is well recognized that young children will respond better to single letters than to
lines of letters but it has been questioned whether this is still a true measure of the visual
acuity; we think it is because it shows that the visual system can analyse symbols sub-
tending a particular visual angle.
There is very little difference between the results obtained with the Stycar test, the

Ffooks test, and the cube E but the first was marginally better, especially in the youngest
age group. The Stycar test is easy to explain to young children and is rapidly learnt
by most of them, there is no confusion between right and left as sometimes occurs in the
E-test and it would seem to be the best to use routinely, but other tests should be available
for doubtful cases.
The following tests were found to be unsuitable for estimating the visual acuity of young

children: Snellen's test type, Landolt broken ring and Clement Clarke picture card.
The Beale Collins picture card gave good results, but its pictures are so large that it is
difficult to correlate results on the basis of the Snellen fraction.

Summary

In a comparative study of visual acuity tests for use in young children, it was found that
the Stycar test gave the best results, while the single E test and the Ffooks test both gave
good results. The Hand test and the E chart were intermediate, while Snellen's test
type, Landolt broken ring, and Clement Clarke picture cards gave veiy poor results and
must be considered unsuitable for young children.
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